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OUR CUSTOMERS’ PERSPECTIVES

“There is no VOA without IBB’s Global Operations Team. And we appreciate 

the dynamism that we are seeing from the team. There are dozens of examples where innova-

tions by Global Operations have helped VOA perform its mission more effectively. Perhaps the 

biggest is putting VOA’s China broadcasts onto Telstar 18, which makes it easier for Chinese with 

smaller satellite dishes to view our programming. 

The numbers tell the story. VOA reached 5.7 million Chinese people in 
2009. And now, according to the most recent survey, we reach 24.3 million. 

So Telstar is a game changer for VOA. We’re seeing the same ‘can do’ spirit and real effort to 

solve problems in many other areas of Global Operations. VOA doesn’t have its own HR Office, 

Contracts or General Counsel Office. Global Operations has responsibility for all three of those 

areas, and we rely on it to make each one as effective as possible. That bears fruit for VOA.”
David Ensor  |  Director, Voice of America
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“Global Operations understands that our primary and base market is 
China– probably the most advanced censors on the face of the Earth. 
And they have really worked with us on our multiplatform strategy to get information that’s black-

listed into China in every way, shape and form so our audience can consume it. Moving RFA to the 

satellite TV stream has been an enormous help, especially during the Hong Kong protests because 

while we were not prepared to do full-blown television here, we were able to broadcast our radio 

programs and run live streaming interjected with four simultaneous Twitter feeds on hashtags 

related to what was happening. And through that, people were able to hear the news and follow 

what everybody was saying about it. So it’s been an enormous help, and frankly, 
has been a game changer in the region.”

Libby Liu  |  President, Radio Free Asia
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OUR CUSTOMERS’ PERSPECTIVES

“ By providing HD access to Alhurra on Hotbird, TSI helped 
improve Alhurra’s market position in the very competitive satellite 
broadcasting environment. Also with TSI’s support, Radio Sawa was able to 

launch its first FM channel into Nouakchott, Mauritania. This new FM enables Radio 

Sawa to provide accurate news and information to an audience with very limited 

options. The teamwork this year between MBN and TSI is an excellent example of the 

grantees working with our federal partners for the betterment of all U.S. international 

broadcasting.” 

Brian Conniff  |  President, Middle East Broadcasting Networks
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“ I’ve found that getting the balance between supporting and overseeing the grantees is 

a delicate and difficult balancing act. And Global Operations has made some progress in 

that endeavor. It’s much appreciated. The work done this year in the CFO’s shop was much 

improved over past years. There was transparency, and I think it was a really solid presentation. 

The work on transmissions this past year was very good. 

When we went through the exercise a few months ago of terminating 
some shortwave transmissions, the end result is that we are still 
broadcasting in some countries where we otherwise could be dark. 

So it was very helpful. As we went into the CR process, starting a few days ago, instead of being 

given a budget number, staff actually asked us what we needed during this time period. Again, 

that’s helpful from my perspective and much appreciated.” 

John Giambalvo  |  Vice President of Finance/CFO, Radio Free Europe/Radio Liberty

“ We want to thank the TSI group for the support that 

they have provided us during the last couple of years. 

Initiatives like text messaging, email and 
providing access to the Internet outside 
the Cuban grid have been instrumental 
and essential in providing the free flow 
of information to the people in Cuba. 

We also want to thank the Civil Rights division, which 

has helped us solve issues that our employees may 

have had during the last couple of years. Again, 

their support has been essential. And without them, 

we would not have been as successful. Thank you 

again.” 

Carlos García-Pérez 

Director, Office of Cuba Broadcasting
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Welcome to the first edition of BBG’s Global  
Operations (GOPS) Annual Performance Report.

In this publication, we’ll discuss GOPS’ operations 

in FY 2014 and how we kept the BBG networks 

running and growing.

This past year, we continued to support the  

24 by 7 activities of the BBG networks, managing 

all of our support services, operating our global 

content distribution systems, running and 

substantially upgrading our IT infrastructure, and 

operating the historic Cohen Building.

We supported the continued growth of BBG 

operations including the handling of extraordinary 

budgetary challenges, substantial personnel 

attrition, severe weather effects on our stations 

several unfolding world events, humanitarian crises, 

and late breaking news.

In addition, we embarked on a systematic and 

multi-faceted remediation plan to address 

substantial workflow deficiencies and procedural 

challenges accumulated over decades of 

continuous operation in Contracts, the Office of the 

CFO and the Office of Human Resources.

Within TSI, we continued to optimize our 

distribution infrastructure, leveraging our 

Global MPLS network to enable unprecedented 

collaboration across our broadcast entities while 

simultaneously commencing our migration into 

the newly refurbished Open Floor space on the 

fourth floor of the Cohen Building. A truly dramatic 

transformation!

In FY15, we will continue to aggressively push 

forward a pragmatic agenda designed to drive 

the transformation of the BBG from a legacy 

broadcasting organization to a modern, agile, and 

multi-platform global media enterprise.

Internally, we will maintain a tight focus on 

operational excellence by constantly improving 

processes and procedures, enhancing our project 

management skills, increasing our organizational 

agility and placing special attention on workforce 

performance management as we strive to make 

GOPS a great place to work for each and every one 

of its employees.

A very special thanks to all the GOPS employees 

who strived to make a difference in FY14. We thank 

you for your support, enthusiasm and dedication to 

the BBG mission and look forward to many more 

outstanding and rewarding outcomes during Fiscal 

Year 2015.

Onward and upward!

 

 

André V. Mendes

Director of Global Operations, BBG

LETTER FROM THE DIRECTOR
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Director of 
Global Operations

IBB Chief of Staff Office of 
General Counsel

Office of the Chief 
Financial Officer

Office of Technology, 
Services & Innovation

Office of Human Resources

Office of Contracts

Office of Security

Office of Civil Rights

PROFILE: GLOBAL OPERATIONS
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Global Operations consists of seven distinct offices that provide a broad array of 

personnel, managerial, legal, administrative, financial and technical solutions that 

are vital to accomplishing the Broadcasting Board of Governors’ mission.  The 

Offices of Human Resources (OHR), Contracts (OC), Security (SEC) and Civil Rights 

(OHR), in coordination with the International Broadcasting Bureau’s chief of staff, 

collaborate with the rest of Global Operations – the Offices of General Counsel 

(OGC), the Chief Financial Officer (OCFO), and Technology, Services and Innovation 

(TSI).  Together, they help BBG broadcasters create the best content possible and 

deliver award-winning multimedia products around the world, while ensuring that 

the Agency’s supply chain is coherent, efficient and effective. 

The Office of Human Resources

OHR provides worldwide human resources 

policies, programs and services, enabling BBG 

to carry out its mission and enhance the well-

being of its employees. The office’s 28 full-time 

and 3 part-time employees develop human 

capital plans, policies and programs to meet 

the Agency’s specialized needs, advise and 

assist managers in structuring organizations 

and positions, and provide global recruitment, 

examination and staffing services. OHR also 

renders personnel services for Foreign Service 

Overseas Specialists (e.g., engineers and 

correspondents) and Foreign Service National 

employees who operate transmission  

stations and support news bureaus and 

marketing offices.

In FY 2014, OHR teamed with the Office of 

Civil Rights to establish a new performance 

appraisal and compensation system for BBG 

senior executives. The system sets expectations 

for individuals tied to Agency operational 

objectives and holds executives accountable 

for the achievement of these objectives, linking 

salary and awards to executive performance. 

After more than a year of intensive negotiations 

with Agency unions, OHR implemented a new 

meal period option that allows employees to 

choose a 30 or 60 minute meal period, or no 

meal period, changing a decades-old policy of 

a mandated 45-minute meal break. A formal, 

agency-wide policy also was established, 

permitting employees to take two 15-minute 

rest periods a day, as work needs allow. 

OFFICES
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The Office of Contracts

OC solicits, awards and administers domestic 

and foreign contracts for BBG. In FY 2014, 

the office processed nearly $120 million in 

domestic talent and other awards for VOA and 

OCB. In addition to ensuring that all domestic 

and foreign-based Agency contracting officers 

maintain their federally-required training, OC’s 

24 employees and 10 contractors provide 

in-house training to contractors regarding 

competition procedures and requirements.

In FY 2014, OC initiated procedures for all 

domestic and foreign acquisitions in excess of 

$25,000 to be advertised with Federal Business 

Opportunities (www.fbo.gov), and teamed with 

OGC and TSI to negotiate and implement the 

most sweeping contracting change at VOA and 

OCB in decades. The replacement of hundreds 

of individual personal services agreements with 

three contracts will greatly enhance efficiency, 

freeing critical staff to pursue contract 

regulatory compliance issues and other 

administrative matters.
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The Office of Security

With dedicated authority from the Office of the 

Director of National Intelligence (ODNI) and 

the Office of Personnel Management (OPM), 

SEC investigates and adjudicates more than 

1,000 background checks and national security 

clearances annually. In addition to providing 

physical security at IBB transmitter sites and 

VOA news bureaus around the world, SEC’s 11 

employees and six contractors help provide 

security for VIPs and foreign dignitaries who visit 

Washington headquarters as well as manage 

BBG’s Insider Threat Program to counter potential 

breaches of information security and prevent 

workplace violence.

In FY 2014, SEC implemented all Federal 

Investigative Standards mandated by ODNI and 

OPM, while its National Insider Threat Program 

was recognized as a benchmark for other federal 

agencies. 

The Office of Civil Rights

OCR identifies and reports discriminatory 

practices, policies and procedures that limit or 

restrict opportunities for employees. The office’s 

seven employees promote a workplace free from 

intimidation, hostility and discrimination, and 

that provides equal employment opportunity for 

all Agency employees. OCR monitors all phases 

of employment, recruitment, hiring, retention, 

evaluation, promotion, transfers, assignments, 

training, awards, benefits, reasonable 

accommodations, and separations to ensure 

Equal Employment Opportunity Commission 

(EEOC) guidelines are met.

In addition to maintaining federally-recognized 

model EEOC and mentoring programs, OCR 

partnered with the Office of Human Resources in 

FY 2014 to establish a new SES Appraisal System 

based on regulations established by the Office of 

Personnel Management. The program is slated for 

implementation this fiscal year. 
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The Office of General Counsel

OGC provides proactive, end-to-end support 

to BBG by ensuring legal compliance and 

defending the Agency against litigation. The 

office’s eight attorneys, two paralegals and one 

ethics officer render counsel across all legal 

disciplines – from media law and immigration 

to trademark protection and procurement. The 

office’s compliance guidance covers federal 

ethics rules, the Freedom of Information Act, 

the Government in the Sunshine Act, federal 

records management and information security. 

In FY 2014, OGC provided support for the 

creation, production and global distribution of 

BBG programming, including nimble solutions 

to help the Agency respond to international 

crises by developing teaming agreements, 

for example, with the United States Special 

Operations Command to provide broadcasting 

through Commando Solo’s airborne transmitter 

in Haiti and Libya. 

In addition to conducting legal training to 

educate employees in copyright law, federal 

ethics, appropriations law, and labor and 

employment issues, OGC dramatically improved 

the on-time filing and training for the Agency’s 

Form 450, regarding confidential financial 

disclosure. In 2009, the completion rate was 

only 34 percent. For 2013 and 2014, compliance 

jumped to 100 percent for more than 450 

affected employees.

The Office of Chief Financial Officer 

OCFO coordinates interagency agreements 

for BBG, while performing a broad range of 

financial services for the Agency. The office’s 30 

employees and 14 contractors process payroll 

for some 1,600 employees, support domestic 

and international Agency travel, administer 

accounts payable invoices and handle nearly 

$4 million in revenue agreements for BBG. 

OCFO also provides financial systems support 

and advice for BBG employees and contractors, 

prepares quarterly Agency financial reports 

for the U.S. Department of the Treasury and 

coordinates BBG’s annual financial audit.

Despite the loss of more than a quarter of its 

staff in FY 2014, OCFO’s culture of excellence 

enabled the office to process more than 23,000 

domestic and international invoices on time, 

with a 44 percent reduction in errors over last 

year.
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The Office of Technology, Services and Innovation

TSI oversees a broad array of technical and 

infrastructure functions, including delivering 

program content for all BBG networks, and 

providing information technology support 

to many offices throughout the Agency. TSI 

manages nearly 200 transmitters at 97 operated 

or leased sites around the world, broadcasting 

more than 1.2 million hours of shortwave, 

medium wave, FM and television programming 

annually. TSI leases 15 satellites for global 

program distribution, and regional and local 

direct to home markets.

Through the Network Control Center (NCC), 

the Agency’s 24/7 operations hub and central 

distribution point for all BBG transmission 

systems, TSI manages the flow of content from 

Agency broadcasters to their audiences. TSI 

schedules and switches hundreds of separate 

program streams for distribution via satellite and 

fiber platforms. NCC also connects broadcast 

content to digital, cloud-based streaming 

platforms, allowing for live streams, podcasts, and 

on-demand video and audio on BBG websites.

TSI oversees the Agency’s virtual and physical 

infrastructure. Information technology, 

cybersecurity, Internet anti-censorship, 

telecommunications, onsite facility management 

in Washington, D.C. and continuity of 

BBG broadcast operations are critical TSI 

responsibilities. 

TSI works with BBG networks to provide content 

production and technical support for innovative 

delivery formats such as podcasts, text messages 

and online chats. In keeping with BBG’s strategic 

plan, TSI is migrating the Agency from traditional 

broadcasting (e.g., shortwave in regions where 

the medium no longer is a critical platform) 

to less expensive digital delivery systems that 

are growing in effectiveness, e.g., satellite and 

Internet radio, mobile telephony and  

social media.
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Headquarters and Corporate Offices

Marketing Offices

Bureaus and Production Centers

Transmitting Facilities by Country

TSI BY THE NUMBERS
Customers

• 3,500+ BBG EMPLOYEES

• 5 BROADCAST ENTITIES

• 61 LANGUAGE SERVICES

• 50+ BUREAUS, PRODUCTION 

     CENTERS AND OVERSEAS OFFICES

• GLOBAL AUDIENCES IN EXCESS OF 

    206 million people

The Team:

• 27 ENGINEERING STAFF  

• 35 TECHNOLOGY SUPPORT STAFF  
• 39 IT STAFF  

• 249 FOREIGN SERVICE NATIONALS

• 10 FOREIGN SERVICE OFFICERS  

• 21 RESOURCES STAFF  

• 27 CIO STAFF  
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Headquarters and Corporate Offices

Marketing Offices

Bureaus and Production Centers

Transmitting Facilities by Country

Worldwide Facilities

Transmission Network

• 90+ BBG TRANSMITTING SITES

• 14 GEOSTATIONARY SATELLITES

• 2,300+ AFFILIATE STATIONS

• CIRCUMNAVIGATING  

     FIBER CIRCUITS

• RAPIDLY EXPANDING GLOBAL 

     MPLS NETWORK

IT Assets

• 600+  ENTERPRISE SERVERS 

   (physical and virtual)

• MORE THAN 1.8 PETABYTES  
   OF ONLINE STORAGE

• MULTIPLE BROADBAND 

   INTERNET CONNECTIONS

• ENTERPRISE CLASS 

    NETWORKING EQUIPMENT

• MORE THAN 2,700 
    WORKSTATIONS

• 300 MOBILE DEVICES

• LARGEST DALETPLUS 

     INSTALLATION IN THE WORLD

• RESPONDED TO 

    12,600+ COMPUTING HELP 

     REQUESTS IN FY 2014
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To enable the Broadcasting Board of Governors 

to achieve its strategic mission in FY 2014, the 

driving imperative of Global Operations has 

been supply chain optimization. We seek 

to consolidate and apply our technologies 

and services across the Agency, maximizing 

efficiency and effectiveness to help create BBG 

content and it deliver to audiences around the 

world, and facilitate engagement with these end 

users. 

Global Operations is streamlining the BBG 

content supply chain from end-to-end. From 

integrating DaletPlus Radio Suite HD production 

software to providing legal counsel on fair 

use issues to guaranteeing the reliability and 

security of our transmission sites, Global 

Operations ensures that audiences receive the 

radio, television, mobile and Internet content 

they expect form BBG. 

In selecting platform standards for the entire 

organization and systematically migrating 

systems and applications to these new and 

more reliable environments, Global Operations 

has consolidated, virtualized, co-located, and 

cloud-computed its operating base, simplified 

systems integration, developed deeper staff 

technical knowledge and mined cost savings 

that would not have been possible otherwise, 

while leveraging the best technologies to serve 

our evolving target markets. 

The men and women of Global Operations are 

not merely a workforce. They are dedicated 

professionals – valuable human resources to be 

cultivated, trained and empowered to accelerate 

progress across the Agency. Cross-discipline 

internal certifications and training rotations 

as well as management stretch assignments 

help our staffs grow and become even more 

innovative. We are breaking down long-time 

support and networking silos to improve 

service through increased collaboration across 

Global Operations. And in the process, we 

are preparing more satisfied, productive and 

accountable change leaders. 

Key to gauging progress on these strategic 

imperatives is the metrics used to assess our 

strengths and weaknesses, and to leverage 

greater results as we advance the Agency’s 

mission. In FY 2014, Global Operations rated its 

performance against these objectives: 

STRATEGIC IMPERATIVES AND OBJECTIVES
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Increasing Systems Reliability

Because BBG maintains a 24/7 global media 

operation, a very high level of reliability is 

required of Global Operations systems  

and processes. 

Decreasing Operating Costs  

In an era of slow or negative growth in federal 

agency budgets, Global Operations must 

identify new and innovative ways to deliver BBG 

content in the most cost effective manner. 

Increasing Operating Agility

As the global media landscape changes and the 

geo-political situation becomes increasingly 

unstable, Global Operations must facilitate the 

production and delivery of BBG content to 

evolving audiences in key strategic regions. 

Reducing Organizational Risk

Global Operations must ensure that BBG’s 

technological infrastructure and intellectual 

property are safe from disruption and misuse. 

OGC, OHR and OCFO, in particular, must ensure 

strict regulatory compliance across the Agency. 

Improving Performance Management 

Global Operations managers and employees 

must be results-driven and held accountable  

for fostering an innovative and professional 

work environment. 

Enhancing Workplace Engagement 
and Employee Development

Global Operations employees are crucial to the 

organization’s success. They must be trained 

and engaged in ways that enhance their 

contributions to the Agency’s mission. 

The following highlights are from the scores of operational and implementation 

accomplishments achieved across Global Operations in FY 2014.

STRATEGIC IMPERATIVES AND OBJECTIVES
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Achieved Unprecedented Network Availability 

Investment in remediation by the Office of 

Technology, Services and Innovation (TSI) 

during the last four years has enabled BBG’s 

technical infrastructure to attain extremely 

high availability ratings. For transmitting 

stations, a combination of repairs, upgrades 

and new transmission techniques as well as the 

dedication of TSI’s overseas and headquarters 

staffs have produced exceptional  

operating results.

Station availability is a measure of success for 

a transmitter site and the entire IBB Network 

in broadcasting programs as scheduled. In FY 

2014, the IBB network achieved 99.85 percent 

availability – the highest rating since the 

Agency began tracking this metric in 1996. 

Helping to drive this outstanding achievement, 

the following transmitter stations maintained 

100 percent station availability for one or 

more months during the year: Bangkok, Biblis, 

Cyprus, Lambertheim, Sao Tome and Udorn. 

Since 2009, the number of missed broadcasts 

across all BBG transmitter sites has been 

slashed by more than 77 percent to a little 

more than 450 hours in 2014. And given TSI’s 

culture of excellence, this number is expected 

to fall even further in FY 2015.

INCREASING SYSTEMS RELIABILITY
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Expanded FM Transmission in Africa

TSI continued to expand BBG’s broadcast reach 

by installing FM transmitters in strategically 

important locations in Africa. In 2014, local 

audiences began hearing Radio Sawa from 

a new FM facility in Nouakchott, Mauritania. 

Efforts to install FMs in Dakar, Senegal and 

in Gao and Timbuktu, Mali are underway, 

with completion expected by early FY 2015. 

BBG upgraded the FM tower and antenna in 

Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso and replaced the 

FM transmitter and infrastructure in Ajloun, 

Jordan. TSI also has made extensive progress on 

installing an FM tower in Bujumbura, Burundi, 

with an expected on-air date early next year.

Enhanced Computing and Production Capacity

The Digital Media Support Division of TSI 

transitioned operating systems from obsolete 

and unsupported Windows XP to a dual boot 

Windows XP/Windows 7 configuration for all 

core studios and mix dub computers. This 

greatly improved our ability to apply patches, 

when needed, and reduced the potential for 

attacks on studio machines from outside the 

Agency. Meanwhile, TSI upgraded 950 individual 

workstation computers that had been running 

Windows XP to a more modern and supportable 

operating system. As part of Global Operation’s 

strategy for optimizing BBG’s supply chain – 

from content creation to product delivery – the 

Information Technology Directorate has nearly 

completed transitioning all VOA radio producer 

computers from Dalet 5.1e to the more versatile 

DaletPlus Radio Suite HD, which will streamline 

workflows, and improve audio and text creation.

Maintained Headquarters Facilities

TSI’s Facility Management Services 

ensured systems reliability in the Wilbur J. 

Cohen Building, fielding more than 8,000 

troubleshooting calls during the fiscal year and 

maintaining 150 pieces of HVAC equipment, 

two emergency generators that produce more 

than 3.5 megawatts of power and two 500 KVA 

uninterruptable power supply units.

INCREASING SYSTEMS RELIABILITY
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In an era of declining federal budgets, every office in Global Operations continually works 

to identify potential cost savings for the Agency. The following examples are a few of the 

most notable Global Operations projects in this regard.

$500,000 Annually

In FY 2014, TSI’s Network Control Center 

completed the first phase of its streaming 

system migration that will relocate VOA’s web 

streaming operation to RFE/RL in Prague. The 

team transitioned programs in all 44 languages 

from Kaltura to Pangea. Completion of this 

phase of the project enables the Agency to save 

$500,000 annually on content management 

service contracts.

$150,000 Annually

TSI’s Office of Enterprise Telecommunications 

consolidated the management of more than 

25 mobile telephony accounts to three primary 

contracts. This was the culmination of a 

major update of the Agency’s mobile policy in 

coordination with numerous Agency program 

offices. The consolidation will result in a 20 to 

25 percent reduction in overall wireless costs 

– approximately $150,000 annually – with the 

Agency being able to leverage all of its 440 

mobile users to reduce rates, sharing minutes 

and data.

TSI’s testing of Voice over Internet Protocol for 

the new Cohen Building workspace (discussed 

below) shows tremendous promise for enabling 

employees to make lower cost telephone 

calls through their computers, without the 

need for handsets and expensive cabling. 

This, in addition to transitioning more Agency 

telephone users from traditional long distance 

service to Skype will produce substantial cost 

savings in FY 2015.

DECREASING OPERATING COSTS
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$135,000 Annually

TSI’s Operations and Stations Division oversaw 

testing in FY 2013 at the Thailand Transmitting 

Station in Udorn to evaluate the cost savings 

and impact of a stand-by mode called Black 

Heat. For years, Black Heat had been prohibited 

network-wide because of concerns over the 

possible shortening of shortwave tube life. 

However, TSI testing was so successful that the 

station was authorized to expand the use of 

Black Heat to all seven transmitters. Black Heat 

has reduced the station’s power consumption 

by about 1.2 million kWhs per year, saving an 

estimated $135,000 annually.

At the Kuwait Transmitting Station, the 

Operations and Stations Division used wide-

band local Internet service as a common carrier 

to route data traffic through a secure VPN 

tunnel/circuit between the station and Agency 

headquarters. As a result, connectivity and data 

throughput speeds have improved dramatically. 

This has set the stage for similar data migration 

projects to be implemented at other overseas 

IBB stations, which is expected to result in 

significant cost savings in FY 2015.

DECREASING OPERATING COSTS
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$1.3 Million in FY 2014

At our Washington headquarters in the Cohen Building, TSI, in coordination with the Office 

of General Counsel, negotiated with the General Services Administration to launch a major 

reconfiguration of office space – at no cost to BBG. This generated significant savings for the Agency. 

Within weeks, TSI employees will occupy new, open-plan office space that will enhance employee 

collaboration and productivity as well as job satisfaction, while utilizing less floor space.

Increased natural light, a warm earth tone environment, and new technology and business support 

systems will further enhance Global Operations’ collaborative, high performance culture. This 

modern and efficient work space is a cost-effective model for future Agency space reconfigurations

During the next decade, projected savings to the Agency  
from the new TSI space in rent alone will be between  $33 & $38 million.

AFTER
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BEFORE
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In FY 2014, the offices of Global Operations collaborated to take the lead in  

identifying innovative ways to extend the reach of BBG broadcasts and better  

support the Agency’s journalists. 

Maximized Satellite Resources

TSI’s Network Control Center (NCC) 

spearheaded a virtual channel clean-up for 

the AFSAT and Hotbird satellite feeds. Twenty-

one superfluous channels were removed from 

AFSAT, resulting in enough bitrate savings to 

activate an additional audio pair for VOA’s  

Africa Enhancement initiative. Thirty-one 

channels were removed from the Hotbird  

signal, streamlining reception for VOA and  

RFE/RL customers. NCC provided distribution 

path configuration and monitoring support for 

an MBN HD test video on the AOR and Hotbird 

paths, and launched the Alhurra HD channel. 

It also supplied program distribution technical 

support and guidance for a combined VOA 

and RFA stream in the four languages into 

China via the Telstar 18 satellite, providing a 

clear and unjammed signal across the country. 

The Network Control Center displayed its 

agility while processing 228 program change 

requests, and providing program distribution 

technical support and testing for important new 

programming such as VOA and RFE/RL’s joint 

Russian language television program,  

Current Time.

INCREASING OPERATING AGILITY
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Enhanced Competiveness for VOA TV

NCC played a vital role in the Agency’s 

video migration to the 16:9 aspect ratio. NCC 

contributed to the satellite uplink system 

reconfiguration at satellite gateway stations, the 

initial transmission path testing and the video 

encoder reconfiguration. Today, all VOA TV 

products transmitted from the Cohen Building 

are in the 16:9 widescreen format – enhancing 

the competitiveness of our television products 

in the global marketplace.

Combated Online Censorship

In FY 2014, the Internet Anti-Censorship team 

countered online censorship in 13 countries 

and supported 21 BBG language services. 

The team expanded use of an Android device 

mobile application that incorporates a social 

news reader and social reporter to accept user-

generated content as well as real-time chat 

functionality targeted at users in Iran.  

TSI plans to include application modules for 

the Agency’s Russian and Ukrainian language 

services in FY 2015.

INCREASING OPERATING AGILITY
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Maintained Critical Operations During the 2013 Shutdown

During the partial shutdown of the U.S. 

government in October 2013, organizational 

silos again were broken down as the Offices 

of the General Counsel (OGC) and Human 

Resources (OHR) ensured that the Agency 

fulfilled its mission. OGC drafted the legal 

opinion that provided the basis for continuing 

critical BBG activities, while OHR continuously 

rotated employees in and out of furlough status 

to keep vital programming on the air. The 

voluminous paperwork involved in this process 

was in addition to some 12,000 employee 

documentation transactions (e.g., SF-50 

changes, benefit changes and pay adjustments) 

and more than 230 interns successfully 

processed by OHR in FY 2014.

Launched Groundbreaking Contracting Initiative

To further enhance the Agency’s operational 

agility, the Offices of General Counsel and 

Contracts teamed to negotiate and implement 

the most sweeping change in talent acquisition 

for VOA and OCB in decades. Along with TSI, 

which provided project management support, 

they issued a request for proposal for staffing 

services to replace the hundreds of individual 

personal services agreements now in effect.

With the awarding of three new contracting 

agreements in September 2014, thousands 

of administrative and accounting actions  

performed by the Agency on an annual basis 

will be conducted by the new vendors. 

The contractors will render staffing and 

management services for BBG broadcasting 

and production units by providing support 

services to perform a variety of operational and 

production tasks for radio, television, mobile 

and the Internet. This will enable VOA and OCB 

to devote valuable human resources to other 

administrative matters and contract regulatory 

compliance – with no increased cost to the 

Agency. 
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Improved Financial Management

Despite a 26 percent staff reduction in FY 

2014 due to retirements and transfers, the 

Office of the Chief Financial Officer (OCFO) 

demonstrated remarkable agility in mastering 

20 business systems that support IBB media 

programs. These systems cover a vast 

array of functions, including payroll, travel, 

procurement, financial reporting and inventory. 

This achievement was matched only by the 

speed with which OCFO processed thousands 

of transactions. For example, 99.3 percent of 

more than 23,000 domestic and international 

invoices were processed on time, with a 44 

percent reduction in errors over last year 

because of effective training and attention to 

detail. Processing these invoices will be further 

streamlined by 75 percent with the introduction 

of the new contracting agreement negotiated 

by Global Operations.

OCFO and the Office of Contracts partnered 

to pay individual service providers who are 

not covered by the new contracting system, 

using the Government Purchase Card. This 

streamlined the payments process (with most 

contractors receiving payment within one day 

of processing), freed personnel in both offices 

for other projects, and generated rebates of up 

to 1.5 percent per transaction for the Agency.
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Strengthened Data and Physical Security

The Office of Security (SEC) met all government 

mandated deadlines for key aspects of Executive 

Order 13587, which requires federal agencies to 

implement an insider threat program to prevent, 

deter and detect compromises of classified and 

sensitive information by malicious insiders as 

well as counter potential workplace violence. 

Because of this and SEC’s proactive involvement 

in the National Insider Threat Task Force, BBG’s 

National Insider Threat Program has been 

recognized by the U.S. Director of National 

Intelligence and is used as a model for other 

federal agencies.

Despite a significant decrease in personnel 

due to retirements, SEC implemented 

revised Federal Investigative Standards, while 

continuing to stay ahead of the growing 

number of security-related installations and 

upgrades at 14 transmitter sites and more 

than 30 news bureaus around the world. SEC 

maximized resources and streamlined processes 

by transitioning case tracking data from Lotus 

Notes to a web-based system with secure  

cloud storage.

Reduced Legal Risk and Safeguarded Agency Branding

The Office of General Counsel reduced 

organizational risk by continuing its reduction 

of outstanding litigation against the Agency – 

from a high of 55 open cases in 2009 to only 

32 open cases in 2014. This was in addition 

to the extensive advice the office provided to 

internal stakeholders across the Agency on 

implementing the Smith-Mundt Modernization 

Act, including counsel on the permissible scope 

of domestic dissemination and handling of 

third-party licenses.

OCG also protected valuable BBG trademarks. 

In addition to maintaining the registration for 

the “Voice of America,” OGC registered “VOA” 

as a word and design. The Office of General 

Counsel also registered the trademark for 

“Parazit,” the VOA Persian News Network’s 

highly successful satirical television program. 

And OGC helped maintain VOA’s reputation 

for balance and objectivity by winning a claim 

under the Uniform Domain Name Resolution 

Policy (UDRP) of the Internet Corporation for 

Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN) to 

obtain the transfer of the domain name “www.

thevoiceofamerica.com” from a registrant who 

used the website for partisan political purposes. 

REDUCING ORGANIZATIONAL RISK
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Bolstered Financial Regulatory Compliance

Increased legislative and regulatory 

requirements, greater operational complexity 

and heightened focus on the need to remediate 

deficiencies noted in Office of Inspector General 

(OIG) reports on BBG operations have required 

investments to mitigate non-compliance 

risk, and improve Agency efficiency and 

effectiveness. Global Operations has pursued 

several initiatives in this regard.

In FY 2014, Global Operations established 

a robust and auditable Grant Advance 

Methodology to remediate material weaknesses 

noted in the FY 2013 external financial 

audit report. This initiative will increase the 

auditability of one-third of the Agency’s 

budgetary resources. We also developed 

a robust Grant Monitoring Program that 

demonstrates that the Agency is an effective 

and efficient steward of budgetary resources 

spent through grantor-grantee relationships. 

This initiative also corrects weaknesses noted in 

the FY13 external financial audit report.

Global Operations developed a robust Procure-

to-Pay (P2P) business process that addresses 

potential legal and regulatory non-compliance 

by optimizing enterprise business systems 

(Momentum) and standardizing P2P business 

processes across the Agency. This measure 

remediates potential non-compliance as noted 

by OIG.

To breakdown silos and mitigate potential 

conflict between the Agency’s procurement and 

legal functions, Global Operations established 

standard procurement templates and uses 

the Momentum enterprise business system to 

facilitate contract writing and reduce overall 

business risk for the Agency. Meanwhile, we are 

evaluating automated systems for employee 

time and attendance record keeping to 

streamline the payroll process with fewer errors.

Tying together all of these initiatives is BBG’s 

Concept of Operations for Business Systems 

(ConOps), which informs strategic, operational 

and design decisions for Agency business 

system investments. Developed in FY 2014, this 

document addresses mission support needs for 

the Agency’s global business services – from 

finance and human capital to procurement, 

infrastructure and administration, with the 

goal of increasing efficiency, while reducing 

complexity and risk in support of BBG’s mission.

REDUCING ORGANIZATIONAL RISK
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Enhanced Computing Customer Service

TSI’s Computer Systems Support Division (CSS) 

surmounted the challenges of reduced staffing 

and increased workloads by realigning itself 

to provide even better and faster customer 

service. CSS transitioned from desk-side 

support to phone/remote servicing, allowing 

for faster response and problem resolution. The 

office restructured its work teams to improve 

performance, gave broader responsibility to 

staff, bolstered employee accountability through 

the use of problem resolution metrics and 

surveyed clients to gauge their satisfaction. The 

result: Doing more with less, and doing it better. 

Customer satisfaction and problem resolution 

increased one percent over last year to  

98 percent, despite more than a one percent 

increase in service requests (to 12,654) and a  

40 percent jump in workstation relocations.

IMPROVING PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT

Customer 
satisfaction 
and problem 
resolution

98%
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Expanded Monitoring of EEO Compliance

Leading Agency efforts to maintain a model 

federal EEO program, the Office of Civil Rights 

(OCR) reviewed, evaluated and monitored 

BBG’s recruiting, hiring, training, retaining 

and promoting of employees, including 

those with disabilities, in accordance with 

Equal Employment Opportunity Commission 

Management Directive 715. OCR monitored the 

performance of Agency senior leadership for 

their support of EEO policies and principles and, 

in doing so, developed and conducted its first 

compliance reviews of RFE/RL, RFA and MBN.

OCR and the Office of Human Resources 

teamed to establish a new SES Appraisal 

System based on regulations established by 

the Office of Personnel Management. Slated 

for implementation in FY 2015, the system 

will provide a more consistent and uniform 

framework for communicating expectations 

and evaluating SES member performance. It 

establishes individual expectations based on 

BBG’s mission and goals, and serves as an 

instrument for conducting accurate, objective 

and fair executive performance evaluations, 

while linking pay and awards to performance.

As part of its responsibility to help ensure 

Agency enforcement of EEO standards, the 

Office of Civil Rights continuously advised 

senior Agency leadership on processes to 

facilitate BBG compliance with federal laws 

and regulations. From disseminating EEO and 

harassment policy statements throughout the 

Agency to sponsoring dozens of employee 

and manager workshops and seminars 

on workplace diversity and leadership 

development, the Office of Civil Rights played a 

key role in improving workplace inclusiveness at 

BBG. OCR also implemented a tracking system 

to ensure that Agency employees fulfill federally 

mandated EEOC requirements, including 

attending No Fear Act training and sexual 

harassment prevention instruction.

IMPROVING PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT
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      Promoted a Healthier  
      Work Environment

In addition to transforming the nature of 

open-space office design at BBG, which 

addressed vital issues of asbestos abatement 

and poor ventilation, TSI listened to its 

customers and teamed with GSA to replace 

the vending machines in the Cohen Building 

to offer healthier choice snack options. And 

in partnership with the Agency’s health and 

wellness team, TSI’s Facility Management 

Services launched a successful pilot program for 

standing-sitting desks. These desks offer many 

benefits, including enhanced focus, improved 

mood, greater work productivity and healthier 

ergonomics – all of which help reduce sick 

leave and absenteeism. The Agency installed 

127 standing desks at VOA during FY 2014. 

Increased Productivity Through Expanded Telework

In response to employee interest in more 

flexible work options, the Office of Human 

Resources, in coordination with OGC, 

negotiated a new, comprehensive telework 

policy that allows employees to work remotely 

up to eight days each pay period. Key to 

this agreement was updating the policy on 

safeguarding personally identifiable information, 

which sets procedures for secure remote access 

to Agency business systems, making telework 

a viable option for many more employees. 

These new policies are vital to supporting the 

Agency’s agile, flexible workspace program 

and enabling more employees to accomplish 

the BBG’s mission remotely, while protecting 

sensitive information. 

ENHANCING WORKPLACE ENGAGEMENT  
AND EMPLOYEE DEVELOPMENT
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Retained and Developed Talent

BBG’s Mentoring Program, which is 

administered by the Office of Civil Rights, 

is a model for departments and agencies 

throughout the federal government. This 

eight-month program provides employees with 

career guidance and opportunities to expand or 

refocus their skills through training, counseling 

and networking. The goal is to cultivate and 

retain top flight talent – new hires and higher 

graded employees across the Agency who have 

reached the full performance levels in their 

positions and who are seeking avenues for 

upward mobility.

Expanded Employee Career Planning Options

The Office of Human Resources obtained 

renewed authority from the Office of Personnel 

Management for Voluntary Early Retirement 

Authority (early outs) and Voluntary Separation 

Incentive Payments (buyouts). Early out 

retirement enables employees to retire earlier 

than would be possible otherwise; buyouts 

enable employees who voluntarily resign or 

retire to receive an incentive payment of up 

to $25,000. The Agency offered three buyout 

opportunities in FY 2014 to give employees 

more options as they chart their careers, 

and to help the Agency update the skills of 

its workforce and respond to possible staff 

reductions. 

ENHANCING WORKPLACE ENGAGEMENT  
AND EMPLOYEE DEVELOPMENT
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Global Operations is focused on adding value 

to the Agency through refining and optimizing 

BBG’s supply chain. From content creation by 

the Agency’s broadcasters to the delivery of 

news and information to audiences around 

the world via radio, television, mobile and the 

Internet, we are ensuring operational coherence 

through our coordinated technical, financial, 

legal, security and human resources support. 

To serve BBG’s growing audiences on 

traditional and new media platforms, Global 

Operations is dedicated to providing consumers 

with unprecedented access to U.S. international 

media. This was achieved in FY 2014 by 

minimizing system outages, while maximizing 

content creation and distribution, as well as 

user engagement, in the most efficient and 

cost-effective ways possible. We will continue 

along this path in FY 2015 and beyond, relying 

on metrics that enable us to analyze our 

progress and leverage our strengths in the 

service of BBG’s mission.

The following are a few of the many Global 

Operations initiatives now underway to fulfill 

these objectives in FY 2015.

Expand the DaletPlus System

TSI will continue to expand the DaletPlus 

system in FY 2015 to provide VOA with full 

access to online archives so the system can 

handle high definition (HD) content and archive 

all VOA television programming. Moving away 

from standard definition to HD will enable 

BBG to remain competitive by attracting and 

maintaining audiences and affiliates as they 

migrate to HD, and as direct-to-home satellite 

providers and users deploy new HD equipment.

Achieving this crucial goal rests on BBG 

upgrading many components of its program 

production and delivery systems. BBG took 

initial steps in FY 2014 by upgrading satellite 

facilities to take in and transmit signals in 

widescreen (16:9) format. Full migration of 

all VOA content users to Dalet Radio Suite 

HD will be completed by the end of FY 2015. 

This will allow for tighter integration of audio 

and video production systems, with audio 

and video assets archived in one system. To 

provide automated quality control checks on 

media processed by Dalet, TSI is evaluating 

software that can work with DaletPlus to detect 

impairments before they occur to ensure high 

quality broadcasts.

OPTIMIZING THE FUTURE
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Upgrade the Digital Archive System

The Agency’s digital archive system is nearing 

70 percent capacity, with current technology 

approaching its end-life and with no built-in 

disaster recovery. TSI will recreate an archive 

in a private cloud with recovery capability. 

Significant maintenance concerns and costs will 

be eliminated with a cloud-based archive.

Expand Anti-Censorship Programs

In FY 2015, BBG’s Internet Anti-Censorship 

(IAC) team will expand its robust FY 2014 

programs across all platforms – desktop 

computers, mobile devices and satellite. Efforts 

will continue in FY 2015 to provide web-based 

proxies and client software tools to circumvent 

foreign Internet censorship. With additional 

multi-year funding provided in FY 2014, the IAC 

team has investigated and evaluated proposals 

of several potential censorship circumvention 

projects and will execute the most promising 

technologies in FY 2015.

Establish BBG’s Global MPLS System

TSI will build out cost-effective terrestrial 

Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) circuits 

to major network gateways and production 

centers, replacing expensive satellite circuits 

and enabling BBG to capture economies across 

all Agency networks by also using MPLS to 

transmit HD television signals from the Cohen 

Building. After all major circuits have been 

brought online, BBG will be able to improve 

file and content sharing. TSI will continue 

to expand the bandwidth of MPLS circuits 

at Washington headquarters to support the 

separation of Federal and non-Federal segments 

as mandated by the Federal Information 

Systems Management Act (FISMA). In addition, 

TSI will continue to examine alternative 

methods of content delivery to stations and 

affiliates in Africa and will replace satellite feeds 

with MPLS circuits, where practical and cost 

effective.

OPTIMIZING THE FUTURE
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Respond to Evolving Audience Media Habits

TSI will continue it its approach to network 

realignment – employing the most appropriate 

platforms for target audiences and ensuring that 

transmission assets are appropriately sized and 

configured for future audiences. Using research 

on audience media habits, TSI will continue to 

move away from less effective legacy shortwave 

and medium wave transmissions toward other 

technologies to reach larger and younger 

audiences. In regions where shortwave is 

appropriate, TSI is building a more cost-

effective transmission infrastructure to support 

broadcast requirements. Of particular note 

are efforts at the Kuwait Transmitting Station. 

Because of the station’s strategic importance 

and low operating costs, TSI is installing a 

new shortwave antenna that is expected to 

be operational in FY 2015, and will expand 

the station’s transmitter building in FY 2016 to 

accommodate future site build-outs.

Improve Crisis Management

TSI’s Broadcast Technologies Division is 

developing a “fly-away” FM system that will be 

available in FY 2015. This system is designed for 

rapid deployment in crisis areas such as natural 

disaster zones and refugee migration areas, 

where the Agency needs to restore or initiate 

critical broadcasting during an emergency.

Streamline Telecommunications

TSI is pursuing a cost-effective 

telecommunications migration initiative to 

move the primary means of communication 

between transmitting stations and Washington 

Headquarters away from satellite to local 

Internet providers and terrestrial circuits. 

The first phase, which involved migrating 

administrative services such as telephone, 

satellite monitoring and control, and email, has 

been completed at the Kuwait Transmitting 

Station and is expected to be complete at the 

remaining transmitting stations in FY 2015. 

The second phase, which migrates content 

delivery to the stations from satellite to MPLS, 

is expected to be completed for most of IBB’s 

program feeds in FY 2016.

Implement Virtual Desktop Interface

To enable greater workforce flexibility and 

enhanced telework capability, TSI will continue 

efforts in FY 2015 to establish a Virtual Desktop 

Interface (VDI). The VDI will give remote users 

access to a full desktop suite of tools, including 

the Dalet video and audio and Microsoft Office, 

when they make a remote connection to the 

Agency’s network.
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Consolidate and Modernize Workspace

Leveraging the success of TSI’s modern 

workspace build-out in the Cohen Building, BBG 

has identified an additional 50,000 square feet 

of office space to convert to an open design. 

This construction, scheduled for FY 2015 and FY 

2016, will enable the Agency to accommodate 

34 new staff members as part of its strategic 

focus on Africa, and allow BBG to meet its 

strategic goals without leasing additional office 

space.

Improve Efficiency Through Automation

The Offices of Human Resources, Contracts, 

General Counsel, and Chief Financial Officer 

will collaborate with TSI to standardize the 

Agency procurement system end-to-end. 

BBG’s Contract Procurement Standardization 

Project, for example, will automate the entire 

procurement system in Momentum, eliminating 

paperwork and speeding throughput, with 

fewer errors. This is in addition to new 

electronic invoicing to be implemented by IT 

and OCFO. The Office of the Chief Financial 

Officer also will implement an Agency 

acquisition plan to review and make available 

for designated purposes an estimated $16 

million in prior year unliquidated obligations.

Enhance Leardership Development and Support

In FY 2015, the Office of Human Resources 

will establish Executive Development Plans for 

managers. OHR will implement 360 degree 

evaluations for executives, providing them 

with feedback from subordinates and peers 

to facilitate their development of leadership 

skills, and establish a management mentoring 

program. The office will obtain customer 

feedback to improve its support services and 

hold managers accountable for the quality 

and timeliness of their work. OHR will facilitate 

cross-training and expand internal development 

opportunities for Agency employees, 

including establishing upward mobility and 

bridge positions, and increasing temporary 

assignments to provide more developmental 

opportunities at all grade levels. The office also 

will migrate to a five-tier performance appraisal 

system to create meaningful distinctions among 

employee performance levels and to tie awards 

to sustained high performance. This will be 

facilitated by implementing the ePerformance 

automated personnel appraisal system.
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Promote Diversity and Employee Fulfillment

While continuing to serve as a model EEO 

program for the rest of the federal government, 

the Office of Civil Rights will conduct barrier 

analyses of women and minorities in leadership 

positions across BBG, which according to OCR, 

lags behind other federal agencies with similarly 

diverse workforces. OCR will build on its 

experience in conflict resolution to help resolve 

workplace disputes quickly and equitably, and 

to help reduce the number of law suits against 

the Agency.

Establish the Office of Workplace Support and Development

To enhance existing International Broadcasting 

Bureau functions focused on employee 

professional and personal growth, Global 

Operations has established the Office of 

Workplace Support and Development (OWSD). 

This consolidation of Agency resources 

maximizes existing human capital and  

resources for employee enrichment. OWSD 

answers to the IBB Chief of Staff as if it 

remained in OHR as the Office of Training. In 

FY 2014, the Office of Training helped onboard 

70 employees, processed 235 registrations for 

external courses, and held 116 learning events 

for 1,243 employees and contractors. Given the 

dedication and professionalism of the OWSD 

staff, we expect these numbers to grow in FY 

2015, despite limited financial resources.
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